SAVE THE DATE

BABYLONIAN SPIRIT BAD
DR. EDWARD A. STERER ON THINGS OF CHRISTIAN

Speaker at Vesper Services Shows Lib-

erties of Investing and Weak-

ness of Power.

Taking the Biblical characteristics

of Babylon as a text, Dr. Edward

A. Sterer of Grinnell College

showed to a thousand students and

others who attended the Vesper

service, the typical characteristics

of the great city of Babylon.

Babylon was the symbol of the

State in order as represented by this

city, Jerusalem, the ideal in the

People's mind.

Babylon Mean Fall.

The judgment is upon all cities

that have exalted themselves.

Thus Babylon falls the kings of the

east wall and mourne because that

they shall not be found any more

to see with her. Likewise the

mechanic means because their

mam is gone into.

There while these mourn there is

a voice of triumph from the

vanquished, the men who saw

them -money and institutions, who

believed in Liberty, in fraternity, who

dreamed about the New Jerusalem.

It is the history of the city because

that the seed condenses in the

history of commerce, its

activities, its buildings, in the

shedding of the bodies and souls of

that. Which is wrong is that

commerce instead of being a service

becomes a curse.

Bowing Chilrend.

"There are two specific charges

against the commercial spirit which

is a general way are slopesing our

character as individuals and as a

nation. One of them in its ilnessness,

in its pathos, its passion for public-

ity. We have a childish delight in

money. Every town has something

that must be boxed because it is

ugly. This make intelligent criticism

impossible. We have become afraid

of the mundane and scattered.

Literature has become mundane;

and I doubt that we have a

fine art. We have lost Either

in sunshine and we have remained

beloved with mediocrity. We have

become allied with the spirit of

Babylon.

The second Babylonian character

is fear of life and fear in mar-

mately. We are scared to death

and to the very end. Our

sorrows is our arrogance, our

strength is our spirit of service."
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WORLD-WIDE FOR YIS.

SCENTS RETURNED FROM SAT-

URDAY GAMES-FORUM HEAD CONTENTS

Morse-Rogers Strong. Northwestern

More to be Found. and, Monso-

lets Likely Champions.

The Hawkeyes will have a real

contest in Ames the after-

noon when they face Mor'-Rogers college on Iowa Field, according to reports

brought back by Stou Brecken- 

er, who saw the Sivic Citians tel-er

sion. "Because they faced Iowa north-

western did not open up at all,"

he said, "Breckenridge's Friday

afternoon. "But that at 5 they

saw he had a real team and we will

have to put up the hardest kind of a

battle in Iowa to-day." Programme, as a whole, is a little space. A little green, is composed of much

beef, while the backcloth is very

rich and fine the line."-

Northwestern No Snap.

Coach Ed Adshead watched North-

western defeat Lake Forest and

brought back the news that the Kness-

ing crew, though lighter, is much

faster than last year and has about

an open formation that is close in

football in the west. He says that

Coach Murphy is developing a crack

team for Northwestern, an eleven

much stronger than last year, and

Iowa will not have the map that

they have had in past seasons.

Mary Kent variety the strength

of the Gophers and after watching

Champ Beat North Dakota 4 to 0 in

many back with the first impression

that Minnesota will be conference

champions. The Gophers are hearty,

says Kent, and they boost a stellar

quarterback of backfield stars.

Try Small's Plays.

The Minnesota plays were opened

in the freshets last night and the

first year man will use them against

the Gophers in the after-

noon. The second string varyes

were drilled in Minnesota missions,

while the third string worked on

the Northwestern strategies.

The variety showed a new

and "neat" script made up for

Blackhawk was recaptured to the

second squad and Bowles was at one

of the grand positions, with Grady

at end. They were brought in

by Paul at center, while Blackstone

and Shrews were at the ends of the

side. All of them, he said, knew

their style apparatus.

Ben Greetu Players in

TENIGHT.

POLITICALS BEGINS TO STIR

Senior Ticket Only One Pub-

lished Up to This Time.

Only a quiet membership plan

will be undertaken by the Y.

W. C. A. for new members this

year. Mary Anderson, the new secretary,


plans to have the present members

speak only to their friends. Thereafter will be paid

for those chosen members.

The employment bureau, with

its many names are already

registered for typewriting and stenography

may register at the bureau

for work in the house by the

hour, sweeping, cleaning, serving

at the tables, and parties, serving

for children, and work of this kind will be provided.

Miss Anderson announced yester-

day that Miss Adella Dodge, national

secretary of this Y. W. C. A., will be here the last week in Novem-

ber. Plans are being made to enable

all the girls in the university to

meet Miss Dodge.

MAKE POWER HOUSE CHANGES

In charge Adjust Mechanic

To Measure Food Waste

and Transform Electricity.

Extensive changes are being made

in the power house. A new pump

house is being put in just north of the

east boiler, in which will be

housed a set of pumps, regulating

tanks and a waste treatment

apparatus. In addition to this,

the installation of an automatic

electric plant is established for

measuring the amount of food waste used, which

will be used to regulate the college

to run tests on the heating plant. .them 'beat North Dakota

The old pump room is a substation

will be put in with high tension

current will be transferred into low

tension current and distributed to the

university. The work is under

the supervision of J. M. Fair, super-

intendent of the grounds.

FRIESENS INVITED

All first year students of the

University are invited to at-

tend the informal recep-

tion to be given at the presi-

dent's home on the evening of

November 10, from 6 o'clock until

11 in the evening.

Publication of this invita-

tion is by the presi-

dent. On account of the

difficulty in seating every

first year student, special invitations

will not be sent. Each

first-year student is con-

vited who has been

published notice a per-

sonal invitation.

THE LIBRARY CLUB

No one will be 

accepted tomorrow.

"The Memory League of America."
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EUROPEAN CIVILIZATION

"FEW WANT IT"

Only five college men in Iowa have a strong enough desire to secure the Rhode scholarship to take the examinations.

The scholarship gives its holder an opportunity to spend three years at Oxford at a comfortable side, to travel in Europe and familiarize himself with European culture. What does the small number indicate? Does it mean that there are no longer men who take Latin and Greek and manage to preserve up to the other qualities required in the Rhodes man or does it mean simply that Iowans have little interest in English education or in European culture in general?

At Oklahoma university members of the girls' gym club get an "O" just as the football men do. Sex equality exists there.

Ethel Huntley Coldwell, dean of women at the University of Washington, declared last week that women work too hard for their professors. Girls are liable to over-work while the boys, with the instinct of self-preservation stronger, are in no such danger, she said.

Military drill as taught in universities is not worth while, Dr. W. W. Falwell, president emeritus of the University of Minnesota, has said. He was director of the military in the University of Minnesota. The Minnesota man believes more time should be given to instruction of the nature in the things they would need to know as company commanders of volunteers.

Minneapolis "sex" are making attempts to buy support of the students of the University of Minnesota. The Minnesota Daily charges in an editorial in which it comes out on that account for prohibition.

The Daily Texan condemns the law classes of the University of Texas for the "decided improvement in decorations." From it one might gather the impression that the students have at least quit shooting up their classrooms.

DECREASE ENGLISH LAW BOOKS

By recent collections, the law college library now has a complete set of all the most important English treatises. It has also nearly completed its set of English reports and hopes to finish the set in the next session. The library to date numbers 10,000 volumes.
RIBBONS

Special Sale of Fancy Ribbons

Tomorrow and all this week 19c, 25c, 35c and 39c
2,000 Yards of fine silk ribbon, in a specially large assortment of beautiful floral patterns in exquisite colorings. The kind you will want for hair ribbons, fancy hats, etc. -hangers, tie-racks, muff hangers, fancy slipper, needle and pin cases and all kinds of Christmas fancy work. A special purchase brings us an assortment of extra fine fancy ribbon in exceptionally beautifully patterns very much under price, to these we have added from our regular stock, making in all 2,000 yards that usually sell at a much higher price. "Now you get the benefit by buying tomorrow and while this hot lasts at 19c to 25c, 35c and 39c a yard. Come tomorrow.

REICHARDTS
Fullman Cafe and Soda Fountain

Solicit Boarders For Your Own Board

T H E  I  O W A N
Selected
Joe Kerwick
As Making the Best Play in Saturday's Game

Joe is now Wearing
A GOLD
WALDEMAR WATCH CHAIN with a
GOLD PENCIL Holder Attached

The Iowa City Police Department have a reward of $25 offered in the case of the burglary that occurred last evening at the Iowa Theatre. The burglars made off with a large amount of property. The Iowa Theatre was closed one-half hour late last evening.

FURS
When in Need of Anything in FURS
It will pay you to call on us, or write for our estimate. We remodel worn FURS equal to new.

10% OFF ON ALL PURCHASES

Established in Cedar Rapids 20 Years.

N. SCHOEN
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